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Abstract  

Compared to other sectors of the global economy, the industry is one of the fastest growing, accounting for more than one third of the total 
global services trade. The global hotel industry generates approximately between 400 and 500 billion U.S. dollars in revenue each year [1]. 
The constant appearance of new independent hotels and corporate groups of hotels in the capital of Latvia proves the constant growth of 
the hospitality market that shows the great demand. The article highlights the importance of continuous quality improvement for the 
enterprise and the importance of personnel trainings - the way of personnel development as its integral part. It formulates specific ways of 
improving quality management with the help of useful quality management tools.  
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1 Introduction 

Hospitality and Tourism Industry in Latvia shows positive 
tendency for development and it is not only good news for 
the sector but for the whole economy of the country. 
According to Eurostat among EU countries, Latvia recorded 
the greatest increase in nights spent in tourist 
accommodation establishments in 2017 [2]. According to 
the data by the Central Statistics Office, Latvia's tourism 
industry is growing steadily, with 2.3 million people having 
stayed at hotels and other types of accommodation in Latvia 
in 2016 [3]. Central Statistical Bureau (CSB) latest data 
shows that 2.58m visitors stayed at Latvian tourist 
accommodation establishments in 2017, which is 11.9% 
more than during 2016 [4]. Latvia has a lot of magnificent 
sights to display, including urban and rural areas together 
with its World Heritage site – the capital Riga that attracts 
tourists almost all over the world. Riga is the main transport 
node between the West and the East, providing access to the 
European Union and its Eastern markets in Russia and Asia 
as well. It is easy reachable and is popular not only among 
tourists but as business destination as well. According to the 
City Cost Barometer latest estimates, Riga continued to be 
one of the cheapest travel destinations among European 
cities in terms of overnight stay cost that only promotes the 
increase of visitor numbers [5]. Riga was mentioned the 7th 
of the world's top 10 “destinations on the rise” by the world's 
largest tourism website - Tripadvisor. Riga ranks second 
among the European cities mentioned in the list, behind 
Poland's Gdansk [6]. The constant appearance of new 
independent hotels and corporate groups of hotels in the 
capital proves the constant growth of the hospitality market 
that shows the great demand. Recently the 5 Star Kempinski 
Hotel Riga was opened followed by the opening of 2 new 
Radisson Park Inn hotels. And in 2019 the international 
hotel group Mariott International plans to open in the city 
center of Riga its AC Hotel Riga [7]. 

2 Overview 

According to the Oxford Dictionary the quality is “the 
degree of excellence of something”. This definition is too 
general and too vague. But in J.P. Russell’s article the term 
quality has been defined as “fitness for use, conformance to 
requirements, and the pursuit of excellence” [8].  

In the hospitality industry the quality is usually defined 
as “the consistent delivery of products and guest services 
according to expected standards” [9]. The more detailed 
definition can be used according to the Economic dictionary. 
The term quality there is a set of properties, characteristics 
of products, goods, services, works, labor, which determine 
their ability to satisfy the needs and demands of people, to 
meet their purpose and requirements. Quality is determined 
by the measure of the conformity of goods, works, services 
with the conditions and requirements of standards, contracts, 
contracts, customer requests. Quality needs to be a primary 
goal of any company. Quality is vital to successful 
organizations. It is a crucial parameter which differentiates 
an organization from its competitors [10].  

3 Decision 

The primary focus of quality management is to meet 
customer requirements and to strive for exceeding customer 
expectations [11]. So it is possible to conclude that for the 
effective operation of a modern hotel, a system of quality 
customer service is needed and its continuous improvement 
must be developed, which will not only increase the demand 
for hotel services, but also can create its permanent client 
base – loyal clients. The usage of quality management tools 
is of crucial importance for any company as they help to be 
competitive on the market through identifying and 
eliminating problems and their real cores in time.  

Organizations deploying Six Sigma over a long term see 
the culture of the organization getting transformed to a more 
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systematic problem solving approach and more importantly, 
people making data driven decisions” [12]. 

Employee engagement is a workplace approach 
resulting in the right conditions for all members of an 
organisation to give of their best each day, committed to 
their organisation’s goals and values, motivated to 
contribute to organisational success, with an enhanced sense 
of their own well-being [13]. No matter how big or small 
company is, employee engagement will determine how 
successful and competitive company is. Management of the 
company should get a feedback from employees regarding 
their thoughts about the company in general, whether they 
feel appreciated, would they prefer taking any courses to 
make them more productive and if there are any suggestions 
they can give to improve overall company’s performance. 
Good way to make employees more engaged in the 
company, is by motivating them with extra training, helping 
them understand which are they strongest skills and abilities, 
which can be developed and utilised for better performance. 
There is not even one company, which wouldn’t have any 
problem, thereby, communication between management 
and employees is so important. Employees should be able to 
see and understand where improvements can be 
implemented and what factors affect them and company’s 
performance. Management has to listen and evaluate which 
suggestion can be used in future for quality management.  

Right employee training and development is the way 
towards enhancing of company’s performance and 
customer service level. However, this is not the only way to 
improve company’s performance: 

• Following the TQM principles will ensure the overall 
company’s success, which also includes employee 
involvement and empowerment. Very often employees 
don’t see any career progression, hence, their 
motivation level is really low, which impacts their 
performance. TQM principles to be followed are: be 
customer focused; insure total employee involvement; 
process centred; integrated system; strategic and 
systematic approach; continual improvement; fact 
based decision making and communication; 

• Six sigma is suggested to help company focus on 
developing and delivering near-perfect products and 
services. This tool will improve all process level 
quality- fewer employee mistakes, hence, better 
performance; increased employee productivity, lower 
costs, higher revenues and reduced capital expenditures; 

• 5 GAP model can be used to see the gap in-between 
customer expectations vs. experience. By using this 
tool, companies will understand what customers 
really expect from delivered services and products. 
It’s important to know what customers expect from 
the company, and then adjust to that requirements so 
that company delivers exactly what customers 
expect, thus, make customers happy. Happy 
customers can turn into loyal customers, which 
means, bigger profit and more clients for business; 

• PDCA (Plan - Do - Check - Act) cycle should be 
used for continuous improvements in business 
process management. By implementing this strategy, 
management could keep on eye on progress and 
improvements done in the company. This can be 
used in different processes, such as, employee 
training, different department and employee 
performance, and growth.  

4 Conclusion 

Employee training and company’s performance goes hand 
in hand, which means, to improve company’s performance, 
it’s necessary to take care and improve employee skills and 
knowledge. The core purpose of involvement in training and 
employee’s motivation is to improve employee’s 
performance resulting in enhanced company’s performance. 
There are various trainings available for employees, but its 
company’s responsibility to recognize the need of training 
for particular situation. Companies should be more 
concerned about employee’s motivation, teamwork, and 
retention than costs involved to train them. To keep 
employees motivated, perform better teamwork, and reduce 
employee turnover, they should be encouraged to participate 
in different training programs with possibility to build better 
understanding and connection between teammates, discover 
and develop their potential skills and abilities and support 
their career progression in future. Training is considered as 
a necessity rather than luxury, it’s an investment, which will 
affect company’s future success. As a result, of employee 
training and development, employees will become happier, 
self-confident and will be able to improve work 
performance, build stronger teamwork, hence, affecting 
overall company’s performance level- higher quality 
services and products delivered by company.  
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